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DOA Estimation Using a Greedy Block
Coordinate Descent Algorithm

Xiaohan Wei, Yabo Yuan, and Qing Ling

Abstract—This paper presents a novel jointly sparse signal
reconstruction algorithm for the DOA estimation problem, aiming
to achieve faster convergence rate and better estimation accuracy
compared to existing -norm minimization approaches. The
proposed greedy block coordinate descent (GBCD) algorithm
shares similarity with the standard block coordinate descent
method for -norm minimization, but adopts a greedy block
selection rule which gives preference to sparsity. Although greedy,
the proposed algorithm is proved to also have global convergence
in this paper. Through theoretical analysis we demonstrate its sta-
bility in the sense that all nonzero supports found by the proposed
algorithm are the actual ones under certain conditions. Last, we
move forward to propose a weighted form of the block selection
rule based on the MUSIC prior. The refinement greatly improves
the estimation accuracy especially when two point sources are
closely spaced. Numerical experiments show that the proposed
GBCD algorithm has several notable advantages over the existing
DOA estimation methods, such as fast convergence rate, accurate
reconstruction, and noise resistance.

Index Terms—Block coordinate descent, DOA estimation, joint
sparsity.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IRECTION of arrival (DOA) estimation of multiple nar-
rowband signals plays an important role in array signal

processing. The most well-known classical DOA estimation
methods include Capon’s method [1], MUSIC [2], ESPRIT [3],
etc. However, their performances are generally not satisfactory
when the point sources are closely spaced, or the product of the
SNR and the number of snapshots is small.
In order to address these issues, [4] and [5] introduce the con-

cept of sparse optimization in DOA estimation, given that the
number of point sources is limited. Specifically, [4] exploits the
beamspace domain sparsity and reconstructs a sparse vector1

from an -norm regularized least squares problem, which is
solved with a quadratic programming (QP) routine. While [5]
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1A vector is sparse when only few elements are nonzero.

utilizes the property that the spatial spectra of the point sources
over time are jointly sparse2. Hence [5] proposes an -norm
minimization formulation which penalizes the joint sparsity of
the spatial spectra; this problem is then solved in a second-order
cone programming (SOCP) framework. Recent work along this
line includes [6], where a weighted -norm minimization for-
mulation replaces the standard -norm minimization formu-
lation in [5]. Another notable work is [7], which deals with per-
turbations and inaccuracies in the basis matrix using the branch-
and-bound technique. However, the above approaches are all
quite time-consuming especially when the problem dimension
is large, e.g., the sparse vector or the jointly sparse vectors are
with large size, the number of snapshots is large, etc. To over-
come this computational difficulty, [8] proposes a cyclic iter-
ative method and solves a semi-definite programming (SDP)
problem by exploiting covariance-based domain sparsity.
This paper adopts the -norm minimization formulation

for DOA estimation, and develops an efficient algorithm to
solve it. The -norm minimization problem, also known
as group LASSO (least absolute soft shrinkage operator)
[9], has attracted much research interest in recent years. Ex-
isting algorithms include a spectral projected gradient method
(SPGL1) [10], an accelerated gradient method (SLEP) [11], a
variant of the matching pursuit algorithm [12], SpaRSA [13],
YALL1-Group [14], and block coordinate descent (BCD) algo-
rithms [15]. However, none of them is specifically designed for
the DOA estimation problem. In light of this issue, we utilize
the prior knowledge as well as the problem structure in DOA
estimation, and propose an algorithm with fast convergence
rate and excellent recovery accuracy.
Our contributions in this paper are three-fold. First, we de-

velop a novel greedy block coordinate descent (GBCD) algo-
rithm which improves the BCD algorithms in [15] by using
a greedy strategy for choosing descent directions. At each
iteration, the algorithm updates the block which yields the
greatest descent distance, and hence achieves faster conver-
gence rate. Different from most greedy methods without con-
vergence guarantee, global convergence of the proposed al-
gorithm can be proved. Second, we prove that under certain
conditions, all nonzero supports found by the proposed GBCD
algorithm are the actual ones. Finally, we refine the algorithm
by proposing a weighted form of the block selection rule based
on the MUSIC prior, aiming to overcome the difficulty in re-
solving closely spaced point sources. Numerical experiments
demonstrate that the proposed GBCD algorithm and its refined

2Multiple vectors are jointly sparse when all of them are sparse and their
nonzero supports are the same.
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version are much faster than several popular DOA estimation
methods and simultaneously yield quite satisfactory recovery
performance.
We start with an introduction on formulating DOA estima-

tion as an -norm minimization problem in Section II. We
propose the GBCD algorithm in Section III.A and prove its
global convergence in Section III.B. Section IV proves the con-
ditions which guarantee that all nonzero supports found by the
proposed GBCD algorithm are the actual ones. In Section V,
we describe a weighted form of the block selection rule based
on the MUSIC prior. Choice of the regularization parameter is
discussed in Section VI. Numerical experiments are shown in
Section VII. Finally Section VIII concludes the paper.
In our notation, represents an identity matrix. The

symbol denotes the vectorization operator by stacking
the columns of a matrix one underneath the other. The opera-
tors , and denote transpose, conjugate transpose
and Moore-Penrose inverse, respectively. Also, represents
the space of -dimensional complex column vectors. For any

and a nonempty index set ,
denotes the -th component of vector and denotes the

subvector of comprising . Moreover, for any ma-
trix , we use to represent its -th row and to represent its
-th column. denotes the principal subma-
trix of indexed by .

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider narrowband far-field point source signals im-
pinging on an -element uniform linear array (ULA). For the
-th point source, its signal is with being the time index.
The -th point source comes from direction with power .
Hence, the 1 array output vector is given by

(1)

where is the
steering vector, and is the 1 noise vector with the
power of each entry equal to . By assumption, the entries
of and are zero mean wide-sense stationary
random processes, and the entries in are uncorrelated
with each other and the signals . The above parameter
estimation problem (i.e., estimating ) can be solved
by many existing approaches, such as Capon’s method [1],
MUSIC [2], ESPRIT [3], etc. However, their performances are
often unsatisfactory when the point sources are closely spaced
or the SNR is low.
A popular sparse optimization approach in [5] rewrites (1) as

(2)

where and .
is an overcomplete basis matrix, in which

is the steering vector corresponding to an angle , and the
set denotes a grid that covers the correct directions.

It is obvious that when the sampling grid is fine enough (i.e.,
), only a few rows of the signal matrix

...
. . .

... (3)

are different from zero. The DOA estimation problem is hence
to find out which rows of the above signal matrix are nonzero
(i.e., to find out the nonzero supports from the jointly sparse
columns of ), and then to estimate , . However,
the number of snapshots is usually very large, which, in most
cases, prohibits us from recovering directly. Thus, according
to [5], we can take the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
as

(4)

Define , , , where
and is an zero matrix.

We get

(5)

Note that with the SVD, is with the same sparsity pattern
as , and is hence jointly sparse too. This fact motivates the
following -normminimization formulation for jointly sparse
signal recovery [5]:

(6)

where denotes the matrix Frobenius norm,
is the -norm of (recall that is the -th row

of ), and is a regularization parameter.
In [5], (6) is solved with the optimization software package

SeDuMi [16], which is designed for general convex optimiza-
tion problems using the interior point method. Meanwhile, al-
though there are a bunch of -norm minimization algorithms,
none of them utilizes the prior knowledge of DOA estimation
and the specific problem structure (i.e., the structure of the over-
complete basis matrix ). This paper aims at addressing these
issues and developing an efficient -normminimization algo-
rithm for DOA estimation.

III. GREEDY BLOCK COORDINATE DESCENT (GBCD)
ALGORITHM

This section elaborates on a greedy block coordinate descent
(GBCD) algorithm, which exploits the advantages of the block
coordinate descent (BCD) strategy, but uses a greedy block se-
lection rule which explicitly gives preference to sparsity. Global
convergence of the GBCD algorithm to the optimal solution is
also proved in this section.

A. Greedy Block Coordinate Descent

The objective function in (6) can be written as

(7)

where
with denoting the Kronecker product, and
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Fig. 1. Solutions of the standard BCD algorithm after 2, 5, 10, 20 major iterations. Here each iteration contains parallel optimization steps.

. At the -th major iteration, we
first build a quadratic approximation for at the previous
solution , such that the approximation of is

(8)

Here,
; and are the -th rows of and , respec-

tively; ; is chosen to be
where is any -th column of . Since all columns

of the basis matrix have the same norm in our DOA estima-
tion problem, is identical for . The reason
for choosing such a value will be given in Section III.B and
Appendix B.
The standard BCD algorithm directly minimizes (8) to up-

date [15]. Notice that (8) is separable; therefore, it can
be minimized in a parallel manner. The solution to the -th sub-
problem is given by a soft-thresholding operator (see [17])

(9)

Therefore, each major iteration consists of parallel optimiza-
tion steps. Notice that for our DOA estimation problem, we ul-
timately seek an extremely sparse signal. But the standard BCD
algorithm does not give preference to sparsity explicitly. More
precisely, each parallel optimization step may change a block
(i.e., a row of ) which should be zero during the sweep (i.e.,

the major iteration). Fig. 1 depicts the spatial spectra solved by
the standard BCD algorithm after 2, 5, 10, 20 major iterations3.
Obviously, the solved spatial spectra are far from sparse.
In order to maintain sparsity during the major iterations,

we propose a greedy block selection rule which leads to a
greedy block coordinate descent (GBCD) algorithm. Instead of
sweeping through all the blocks in parallel, we only update the
block that yields the greatest descent distance, namely

(10)

Here is the descent distance for
the -th block and is solved as (9). We choose to only
update the block ; namely, is updated as (9) while

. This way, we avoid update of un-
necessary blocks in each major iteration and improve the effi-
ciency of the algorithm. On the other hand, the block selection
rule brings little computational load over the standard BCD al-
gorithm. The resulting GBCD algorithm is outlined in Table I.
The spatial spectra solved after 2, 5, 10, 20 iterations by the

GBCD algorithm are demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the experi-
mental settings are the same as those in Fig. 1. We can see that
the GBCD algorithm achieves much sparser solutions than the
standard BCD algorithm, and reaches near the true signals much
faster. Now a natural question arises: though the greedy block

3In this experiment, we set the number of array elements to be . The
total number of snapshots is and the grid spacing is 1 from 0 to
180 . Five narrowband far-field signals with equal power impinge on the array
from different angles [20 65 85 123 150 ]. The SNR is set to be 0 dB; is
chosen according to Section VI. The starting point is set to be
which is an zero matrix.
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Fig. 2. Solutions of the GBCD algorithm after 2, 5, 10, 20 major iterations. Here each iteration updates the block that yields the greatest descent distance, as
shown in (10).

TABLE I
GBCD: GREEDY BLOCK COORDINATE DESCENT ALGORITHM

selection rule gives preference to sparsity and has faster conver-
gence, does it guarantee global convergence? In the following
subsection, we will prove that the GBCD algorithm still guar-
antees convergence to the global optimal solutions of (6) with
the greedy block selection rule.

B. Global Convergence of the GBCD Algorithm

We prove the global convergence of the proposed GBCD al-
gorithm by showing that it indeed belongs to the general block
coordinate gradient descent framework in [18]. The existing
convergence proof of the general block coordinate gradient de-
scent framework, combining with our convergence analysis on
the solution sequence, leads to the global convergence of the
GBCD algorithm.

We first introduce the general block coordinate gradient de-
scent framework and its existing convergence proof. Consider
minimizing a function where ,
is a smooth and often inseparable convex function, and is
a separable and often non-smooth convex function. In our set-
tings, , and . At the -th iteration, the
general block coordinate gradient descent framework in [18] re-
places by a quadratic approximation at its previous solution

and then inexactly solves a problem with the form

(11)

where is a given positive semidefinite matrix to approximate
the Hessian .
Inexactly solving (11) involves finding a descent direction
and a stepsize . Given a nonempty index set

, the descent direction
at the -th iteration can be represented as

(12)
and thus .
Below we describe two rules of choosing (equivalently,
) and which are necessary to guarantee convergence4 of

the general block coordinate gradient descent framework.

4In the sense that every cluster point is a stationary point, as we will explain
in detail.
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1) Modified Armijo Rule: Choose so that the fol-
lowing inequality holds:

(13)

where , and

(14)

where ; and where .
This rule is a kind of generalization from the Armijo rule

in smooth optimization about how to choose a proper stepsize.
Notice that is nonpositive and increases with (which will
be proved in Lemma 2); thus, a larger stepsize will be accepted
if we choose either near 0 or near 1.
2) Modified Gauss-Southwell- Rule: In each step the index

set we choose must satisfy

(15)

where , while and are defined
as in (12).
Indeed, this is also an extension from the Gauss-Southwell-r

rule in smooth optimization. It requires that minimizing over
partial indices still results in a reasonable stepsize compared to
minimizing over all indices.
Next we state the existing convergence proof of the general

block coordinate gradient descent framework in [18].
Lemma 1: If the modified Armijo rule and the modified

Gauss-Southwell-r rule are satisfied at each iteration, then for
the sequence generated by the block coordinate gradient
descent framework, every cluster point5 is a stationary point of

.
Proof: See Theorem 1(c) in [18].

Second, we prove that the solution sequence has a
limit point under certain conditions. This is important since such
a sequence has only one cluster point and the cluster point is the
limit point.
Lemma 2: If is coercive (i.e., for

any ), and at each iteration the modified Armijo rule is
satisfied, then the sequence converges to a certain

.
Proof: See Appendix A.

Finally, we give the global convergence proof of the proposed
GBCD algorithm.
Theorem 1: The sequence generated by the GBCD

algorithm using the greedy block selection rule (10) converges
to an optimal solution of (6).

Proof: See Appendix B.

IV. R-GBCD ALGORITHM AND PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE

For a DOA estimation problem, we care more about the
right locations of the nonzero supports than their corresponding
values. After detecting the nonzero supports (angles), var-
ious fine search techniques can be applied in estimating the

5A cluster point of a sequence is defined as following: for every
neighborhood of , there are infinitely many natural numbers such that

.

values (signal strengths). Motivated by this fact, we propose to
terminate the GBCD algorithm after finding nonzero sup-
ports without running more redundant iterations to refine the
values (recall that is the number of point sources and can be
roughly estimated in advance by some existing methods such
as minimum description length (MDL) and Akaike information
criterion (AIC) [19]). We call this modified GBCD algorithm as
theR-GBCD algorithm. It is different from the original GBCD
algorithm only in the stopping criterion. An important feature
of the R-GBCD algorithm is that, under certain conditions, all
nonzero supports found are the actual ones.
For simplicity, we only consider the ideal case that the mea-

surement is noiseless; namely, there is a system of linear equa-
tions which has a jointly sparse solution with rows
of nonzeros. We need to figure out whether the R-GBCD al-
gorithm will always succeed in finding the actual nonzero sup-
ports. Obviously, such success cannot be achieved for any and
. Notice that for recovering a single sparse signal from linear

measurements, if the signal is “sparse enough” and the measure-
ment matrix is “good enough”, algorithms including orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) and basis pursuit (BP) have a similar
performance guarantee [20], [21]. Now we address this issue
for the jointly sparse signal recovery problem and the proposed
R-GBCD algorithm.
Theorem 2: Consider the system of linear equations

where all columns of the basis matrix have the same norm.
Suppose that the jointly sparsest solution of the linear equa-
tions exists such that its columns have the same spar-
sity pattern, and

(16)

where is the mutual coher-

ence of [22]. Then, all nonzero supports found by the GBCD
algorithm with , are the nonzero supports of
.
Proof: See Appendix C.

Next we show that for the noiseless case, is the unique
minimizer of (6) when (16) holds and . Therefore,
we can guarantee that GBCD is able to find all nonzero sup-
ports and thus R-GBCD is effective.
Lemma 3: Assume that indexes a linear independent col-

lection of multiple columns in and induces a corresponding
basis matrix . Let minimizes the objective function in (6)
over all coefficient vectors supported on . Then the condition

(17)

guarantees that is the unique global minimizer of (6). Here
ERC stands for exact recovery coefficient.

Proof: An analogy to this lemma has been proved in [23]
for the case of -norm minimization. Interested readers can
easily prove this lemma by following the steps of Lemma 6 in
[23].
Lemma 4: For a basis matrix with its mutual coherence

define as in Theorem 2, if (16) is satisfied, then for any index set
with cardinality equal to or smaller than , (17) is satisfied.
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Proof: See Theorem 4.7 in [21].
Remark 1: It is obvious that when and , is

a global minimizer of (6) (see also Section VI). Lemma 3 and
Lemma 4 indeed show that under the condition (16), (6) has an
unique minimizer. Therefore, is the unique minimizer of (6)
when (16) holds and . This way, we can guarantee
that the GBCD algorithm is able to find all nonzero supports
correctly.
Interestingly, this result is similar to the OMP and BP perfor-

mance guarantee [20], [21]. Although (16) is a fairly pessimistic
bound, it states that the GBCD algorithm can always pick up the
actual nonzero supports when an inequality parameterized by
the mutual-coherence holds. Notice that in the DOA esti-
mation problem, the basis matrix is highly correlated. There-
fore, the proposed GBCD algorithm (as well as the R-GBCD al-
gorithm) faces potential performance degradation on estimation
accuracy. This motivates a refined algorithm, as demonstrated
in the next section.

V. ADAPTIVE WEIGHTING WITH MUSIC PRIOR

In order to improve the estimation accuracy, we thereby
propose an adaptively weighted form of the GBCD algorithm.
Specifically, in computing the descent directions, we multiply
the term to maximize in (10) by a weight parameter based on
the MUSIC prior. This way, we are likely to choose the block
corresponding to the actual angle of arrival. Now the block we
choose is

(18)

where is the weight parameter corresponding to the -th block
and is determined by some prior. Here we choose the MUSIC
prior; the reason will be explained below.
Our main motivation is to exploit the orthogonality between

the noise subspace and the array steering vectors. The ideal co-
variance matrix (when ) for the received signal can be
written as

(19)

where is the covariance matrix of the true point sources,
is the noise power and is the identity matrix.
By the eigenvalue decomposition,

with being an eigenvalue and being an eigenvector, we
can divide the whole space into signal subspace

and noise subspace . Sup-
pose that the grid is fine enough so as to cover all the true direc-
tions, then we can divide the basis matrix into and ,
where is the true array manifold, is the index set cor-
responding to the true directions, and . The classical
MUSIC algorithm [2] has shown that

(20)

(21)

where is some matrix with dimension .
Notice that in practice, we are estimating the covariance matrix
through finite samples; hence, the estimated noise subspace is
not exactly the real one. Also, the grid cannot cover all the true
directions in general.
Based on the MUSIC prior, we choose the weight parameters

as

(22)

When enough samples are taken, we will have

(23)

By this way of choosing weight parameters, in (18) whose
index is within the true nonzero supports of the jointly sparse
signals are penalized by a larger weight, while those outside of
the true nonzero supports are penalized by smaller weights.
Lastly, notice that the weighted selecting rule of descent

directions, when applied to the regular GBCD algorithm in
Section III, does not change its global convergence. To see
this, we just need to show that this rule actually satisfies the
modified Gauss-Southwell-r rule because the modified Armijo
rule and the coercive property of the objective function are not
interfered here.
At the -th iteration, we update the block

, which means

that

(24)

(25)

Furthermore, according to (48), we have

(26)

This combines with (25) yields

(27)

with . Here and

are defined in Appendix B.

VI. REGULARIZATION PARAMETER SELECTION

The regularization parameter in (6) plays an important role
in the DOA estimation problem, since it represents the tradeoff
between data fidelity (the least squares term) and joint sparsity
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(the -norm term). Here we present a theoretical guidance for
choosing an appropriate regularization parameter. An analogy
to this work appears in [24], which focuses on the -norm min-
imization problem. To this end, we rewrite (6) as its equivalent
constrained form, which builds the connection between and
the noise ratio

(28)

where is an structured basis matrix,
, , and denotes

the -th column of . The equivalence between (6) and
(28) is detailed in [6].
When (and hence ) is the true value, it is ob-

vious that is an complex Gaussian random vector with
mean and covariance matrix where is the noise
power. We denote this as . Recalling
that is a structured matrix and the -norm for each column

of is , we further get , and

satisfies the distribution with 2 degrees of

freedom. Hence, satisfies the distribu-
tion with degrees of freedom.
Now, selection of the regularization parameter is much more

transparent. We choose high enough so as that the proba-

bility of all inequalities ,
being satisfied, denoted as , is very high. De-

fine the probability that a single equality is satisfied as . For
simplicity, we consider all inequalities to be uncorrelated
with each other and get . Thus, for any such that

, we have

(29)

Note that although the choice of depends on our prior knowl-
edge about noise power, we are still able to estimate it well by
using the average of smallest eigenvalues in the covari-
ance matrix of the received signals.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents experimental results to illustrate the per-
formances of the proposed algorithms and compare them with
several existing methods. All numerical experiments have been
done in Matlab on a laptop with Intel Core i3 CPU and 1.92 G
RAM. We consider uncorrelated point sources6, and the point
sources are uncorrelated with noise. Both the signals and the
noise are white and follow Gaussian distributions. The input
SNR of the -th point source is defined as , where

and are the standard variances of the -th point source and

6For simplicity, we only consider that the signals are uncorrelated. When the
signals are correlated, the GBCD algorithm still works due to the robustness of
the -norm minimization formulation. Further, there are existing approaches
to improve the performance of MUSIC [25]. Using these techniques, the GBCD
algorithm with MUSIC prior also works.

the noise, respectively. The covariance matrix of the signals is

estimated through snapshots as .
We compare the proposed algorithms with BCD-GL (Block

Coordinate Descent for Group Lasso) in [15] the L1-SVD al-
gorithm in [5], MUSIC in [2] and Root-MUSIC in [26]. For
the GBCD algorithm, the parameter in objective function (6)
is chosen according to , which is set to be 0.99. In the fol-
lowing experiments, we denote the original GBCD algorithm in
Section III and the modified GBCD algorithm in Section IV as
GBCD and R-GBCD, respectively; the corresponding versions
with weight refinement in Section V are denoted as GBCD+ and
R-GBCD+, respectively. Moreover, we use GBCD and GBCD+
when analyzing the convergence behavior and use R-GBCD and
R-GBCD+ when analyzing DOA estimation performance. The
compared L1-SVD is the constrained version

(30)

where is chosen such that the probability of is
0.01 (i.e., the confidence interval is set to be 0.99). The L1-SVD
model is solved with the optimization software package Se-
DuMi.
The experiments are arranged as follows. First, we discuss

the convergence results of GBCD and GBCD+ compared to
the standard BCD-GL method. Then, we present the spatial
spectra of the algorithms and compare their CPU running times.
Last, we analyze the performance of R-GBCD and R-GBCD+,
and simultaneously illustrate their effectiveness comparing
with Root-MUSIC, L1-SVD and the Cramer-Rao lower bound
(CRLB). Throughout the simulation, we set the number of
array elements to be . The total number of snapshots is

and the initial grid spacing is 1 from 0 to 180 .

A. Convergence Behavior

This subsection analyzes the convergence behavior of GBCD
and GBCD+, and compares them with the standard BCD-GL
method. The grid is set to be within the range of 0 to 180
with 1 spacing. Five uncorrelated signals impinge from [30
65 95 130 150 ]. The SNR is set to be 10 dB. In Fig. 3, we
depict the objective function value versus the number of itera-
tions in 20 iterations. And Fig. 4 is the zoom-in version of Fig. 3
in 200 iterations. Both GBCD and GBCD+ converge very fast,
with sharp fall in the first few (say, five) iterations. The stan-
dard BCD-GL method converges relatively slower. This per-
formance gap is due to the greedy strategy used by GBCD and
GBCD+. Moreover, the zoom-in version also demonstrates that
the threemethods actually converge to the same value ultmately.

B. Spatial Spectra and Computational Speed

Fig. 5 compares the spatial spectra of MUSIC, L1-SVD,
R-GBCD and R-GBCD+. Four narrowband far-field point
sources with equal power impinge on the array from different
angles [27 69 123 152 ]. The SNR is set to be 0 dB. Here the
vertical value is defined as ,
for L1-SVD, R-GBCD and R-GBCD+, with being the -th
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Fig. 3. Objective function value of BCD-GL, GBCD and GBCD+ versus
number of iteration with .

Fig. 4. Zoom in of Fig. 9.

row of the recovered . For MUSIC, is . We
can see that all the four methods are able to detect the correct
sources. Both R-GBCD and R-GBCD+ achieve very high
spatial resolution, and outperform MUSIC and L1-SVD.
Then we consider two adjacent point sources from 70 and

75 , respectively. As demonstrated in Fig. 6, MUSIC is not
able to resolve the two closely spaced signals. L1-SVD iden-
tifies two point sources but also bring one false alarm. The two
angles found by R-GBCD are biased from the true values. The
reason is that the neighboring columns of the basis matrix
are highly correlated, which hinders the identification of two
closely spaced signals. However, after introducing the MUSIC
prior, R-GBCD+ achieves accurate estimates without any false
alarms. We will revisit the issues of estimation accuracy and
resolution in Section VII.C and compare these algorithms nu-
merically.
Next, we compare the running times of the four methods. It is

known that when the dimension of the problem is not too large
(i.e., , , and do not take too large value), the existing soft-
ware packages like SeDuMi can solve it quite efficiently. How-
ever, for problems with high dimension, the software packages
are too time-consuming. In Fig. 7, we present the results of run-
ning time versus the number of sources; every point in the figure

Fig. 5. Spatial spectra of MUSIC and L1-SVD. Those of R-GBCD and
R-GBCD+ are also shown by the vertical continuous lines. DOAs: [27 69
123 152 ].

Fig. 6. Spatial spectra of MUSIC and L1-SVD. Those of R-GBCD and
R-GBCD+ are also shown by the vertical continuous lines. DOAs: 70 and
75 .

denotes the average running time of 500 Monte Carlo trials.
Here, dimension of the DOA estimation problem grows in pro-
portion to the number of sources.MUSIC yields the fastest com-
putational speed. But for algorithms which solve the -norm
minimization problem, R-GBCD+ is much faster than the stan-
dard software packages used by L1-SVD. The running time of
R-GBCD is similar to that of R-GBCD+ since using theMUSIC
prior consumes little time.

C. Estimation Accuracy and Resolution

To compare the estimation accuracy of these algorithms, we
define the root mean square error (RMSE) of 500 Monte Carlo
trials as the performance index

(31)

where is the estimate of at the -th trial.
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Fig. 7. Running time of MUSIC, L1-SVD, and R-GBCD+ versus number of
signals.

Fig. 8. RMSE of MUSIC, L1-SVD, GBCD and GBCD+ versus input SNR
with 200 snapshots.

Note that we cannot make the grid to be very fine uniformly
since this will dramatically increase the computational cost. In
order to increase the precision as well as avoid too much com-
putation, in the simulation we first use a coarse grid in the range
of 0 to 180 with 1 spacing and then set a finer grid around
the estimate, similar to that in [5]. In the following experiments,
three times of refinement are done for each algorithm with uni-
form grid spacing 0.2 , 0.1 , and 0.05 , respectively.
The first simulation considers the case of five uncorrelated

point sources impinging from five angles [42 90 105 115
140 ]. The RMSE of DOA estimation versus input SNR is
shown in Fig. 8 with 200 snapshots, whereas the RMSE of DOA
estimation versus the number of snapshots is shown in Fig. 9
with . From Fig. 8, we can see that Root-MUSIC
and L1-SVD have similar performance. R-GBCD achieves
fairly good estimation accuracy in low SNRs, while R-GBCD+
yields the best performance which is near to the CRLB. This
simulation demonstrates that the proposed algorithms are noise
resilient. In Fig. 9, R-GBCD+ still has the best performance.
Note that Root-MUSIC is relatively inferior when the number
of snapshots is small. This is easy to understand since the

Fig. 9. RMSE of MUSIC, L1-SVD, GBCD and GBCD+ versus number of
snapshots with .

Fig. 10. RMSE of MUSIC, L1-SVD, and R-GBCD+ versus angle separation
with .

effectiveness of Root-MUSIC relies on the correct estimate of
noise subspace, which is often inaccurate with a small number
of snapshots.
The second simulation considers the resolving ability of

these methods. As we have analyzed in Section IV, the so-
lution R-GBCD is often biased when two point sources are
close. This simulation only compares R-GBCD+, L1-SVD,
and Root-MUSIC. Consider two equal-power uncorrelated
signals impinging on the array from 90 and . The
SNR is 0 dB and the number of snapshots is 200. The RMSE
of DOA estimation versus angle separation is presented in
Fig. 10. Performance of Root-MUSIC degrades drastically as
angle separation is smaller than 4 . The proposed R-GBCD+
algorithm is the most accurate one and outperforms L1-SVD,
especially for small angle separation.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a GBCD algorithm for DOA
estimation, which is formulated as an -norm minimization
problem. Different from the existing standard BCD algorithm,
the main feature of GBCD is that it adopts a greedy block
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selection rule and hence gives preference to joint sparsity di-
rectly. Interestingly, this greedy algorithm belongs to a class of
block coordinate gradient descent algorithms [18] and satisfies
the modified Armijo-rule and the modified Gauss-Southwell-r
rule; these properties guarantee its global convergence, as
we have proved in the paper. On the other hand, under mild
conditions, all nonzero supports found by the GBCD algorithm
are the actual ones; this result is the counterpart to that of OMP
and BP for -norm minimization. The GBCD algorithm is
further refined through using a weighted form of the greedy
block selection rule based on the MUSIC prior. Numerical
experiments demonstrate that the weighted form of the GBCD
method (named as GBCD+) yields faster convergence rate and
better recovery performance compared to several traditional
DOA estimation methods, especially when the SNR is low and
the number of snapshots is small.
Our future research topic is to implement the GBCD algo-

rithm in estimating slowly time-varying point sources. In this
case, new observations bring innovation to the current estimate,
while the current and future estimates share similar joint sparsity
pattern. How to develop an efficient algorithm for this scenario
is a challenging but interesting topic.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Proof: We first prove that in (14). Indeed, for
any , based on (12) we have that

. Substituting (11) yields

(32)

Rearranging the terms, we have

(33)

Since , we divide both sides by and let
:

(34)

Since , we then have

(35)

Second, we prove that has a convergent subsequence.
Since themodifiedArmijo rule is satisfied at each step according
to the assumptions, it is easy to get for any

(36)

Thus, is nonincreasing and bounded from below, so the
sequence must converge. Moreover, because
is coercive, according to Weierstrass’ Theorem, it must have
bounded sublevel sets. These two facts implies that
is bounded. Thus, there exists a subsequence of that con-
verges to some .
Finally we prove that converges to . According to

(35) and (36), we have

(37)

The inequality (37), combining with the facts that
(since

converges) and that , leads to

(38)

Therefore, is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges
to .

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof: The proof is sketched as follows. Since it is ob-
vious that the objective function in (6) is coercive, we need to
show that the proposed GBCD algorithm satisfies the modified
Armijo rule and the modified Gauss-Southwell-r rule. Under
this circumstance, both Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 hold. From
Lemma 1, every cluster point of is a stationary point of

; from Lemma 2, there is only one cluster point, namely, the
limit point. Because (6) is a convex program and its stationary
points are global optimal points, the above conclusions prove
the global convergence of the proposed GBCD algorithm.
Next, we will show that the proposed GBCD algorithm sat-

isfies the modified Armijo rule and the modified Gauss-South-
well-r rule.
To see the first, we recast the objective function

in (7), an equivalent form of (6), as a function
with vectorized variables. Define as an
basis matrix, , and ,
then the objective function can be written as7

(39)

7With a slight abuse of notation, we still use , , , and here.
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where . We further define
.

Then at the -th iteration, the GBCD algorithm is to find a
descent direction which is represented
as

(40)

Here

and for any . Because of the special structure of

, the principal submatrix of the actual Hessian of
(i.e., corresponding to the index

set , denoted as , is a multiple of identity matrix

(41)

At the -th iteration, we only update the entries corresponding
to the index set . Therefore, we can directly substitute the
Hessian matrix into (40) and rewrite it as

(42)

The descent direction at the -th iteration is then chosen
according the above criterion. Since is the actual Hessian
matrix, using the convexity of , we get the following in-
equality

(43)

Recall that . Thus, it is natural to have

(44)

where . The second inequality is due to the fact that

for any , which has been proved8 in Lemma 1. Notice
that (44) is just the modified Armijo rule with and

.

8This proof, see (35), only requires that is a descent direction and
approximates .

Second, we show that

leads to an update satisfying the modified Gauss-Southwell-r
rule.
Since at the -th iteration, the approximated objective func-

tion

(45)

is separable to different blocks
, , is a totally separable problem, we have

(46)

Combining with

(47)

yields

(48)

where .
In sum, we have proved the global convergence of the pro-

posed GBCD algorithm.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose that for the
jointly sparsest solution to the system of linear equations,
all its nonzero rows are at the beginning of the vectors.
Therefore,

(49)

And at the -th iteration, there exists an such
that , .
In the proof, we show that the GBCD algorithm picks up a

block corresponding to a correct nonzero support at each itera-
tion. We prove it by induction.
At the 1-st iteration, the initial value is . Next

we prove that the GBCD algorithm will never pick up the -th
block, . According to (9) and (10), the
descent direction for each block is

(50)
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Thus, in order to avoid picking up the -th block,
, the sufficient condition is that

(51)

meaning that the GBCD algorithm will at least pick up the -th
block, if not other and . Note that (51)
equivalent to

(52)

Now substituting and (49) into (52), then it is
equivalent to

(53)
We then find a lower bound for the left-hand-side and an upper
bound for the right-hand-side in order to give a sufficient con-
dition. For the left-hand-side, we have

(54)

Here we utilize

and . Similarly, we
have for the right-hand-side

(55)

Plugging these two bounds into the inequality (53), we obtain
the sufficient condition

(56)

This is equivalent to

(57)

Suppose that up to the -th iteration, the GBCD al-
gorithm always picks up blocks corresponding to the correct
nonzero supports. At the -th iteration, in order to avoid picking
up the -th block, , the sufficient condi-
tion is that

(58)

Using the triangle inequality for the left-hand-side yields

(59)

For the right-hand-side, since
, any makes (58)

automatically hold. Therefore, we only consider the case of
, whichmakes the right-hand-side

be . Combining the two is the
sufficient condition of (58), namely,

(60)

or equivalently

(61)

Using the same technique from (54) to (56), similarly we get the
sufficient condition as (57).
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